
HOW TO REACH OUT TO
REFERRAL PARTNERS

One of the simplest ways to get in front of more of your ideal folks is to create
relationships with potential referral partners. This is true from the moment
you start your business, until you reach your first 100K, million and beyond. In
other words, it’s an important strategy, period.

And especially if you don’t have your own list of folks, you’re going to want to
tap your network to help you spread the word on your new program!

As I mentioned previously, Referral Partners are:

● People who have a similar audience to you, but offer something
different to them than you do

● They can be colleagues, friends, folks in this group, etc.
● The ideal referral partnerships have mutual benefit, you’d be happy to

share their stuff with your community as well (this is not essential
however)

There are a couple rules about referral partners.

1. Make a sincere connection. These are business friendships, ideally for
the long term. They are important.

2. Make it SUPER FREAKING EASY for them to help you.

How to do it:

1. Make a list of folks who fit this description that you can reach out to.
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2. Send them each a personal note or make a phone call. If you’re going to
ask them to email their entire list, I’d get on the phone.

3. Be very clear about what you want them to help with and how. Give
them one, maybe two, very specific things they can do.

4. Give them copy they can cut and paste.

Here’s a sample:

Hi XX,

I hope you’re well/make a connection.

I’m about to launch a new program helping expert coaches and healers
synthesize their most powerful work into transformational group programs
(without overgiving or under-charging!!).

I’m super excited - and I thought some of your folks might be interested in
joining.

If you have a few minutes, I would be soooo grateful if you could pass on the
information to any folks you think would be a good fit.

I’m including some short copy below that you can paste into an email or even
post on social and tag the folks you think would be interested.

If you have space to send this to your whole list, let’s definitely talk - I have
emails ready to go that you can send.

Please let me know if you’re able to do this.

Much thanks!

julie

PS - I so appreciate you making the effort on this -- I’m offering a $200 referral
gift for anyone who signs up through you :)

COPY YOU CAN USE FOR PERSONAL EMAILS OR A SOCIAL POST:
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(Of course alter this so it sounds like you!)

Hi XX, or “Hey entrepreneur friends...” (if you’re posting on social)

My amazing colleague Julie is bringing together a small group of expert
coaches and healers to help them synthesize their most powerful work into
an intimate, transformational group program.

There’s one spot left, and it’s an amazing opportunity to finally step into your
role as leader, teacher and guide while creating more purpose, impact, profit
and free time.

You’ll actually design and launch the group DURING the program, and Julie is
anti-hustle, so you’ll do the whole thing without over-giving and
undercharging.

I’ll connect you with her if you want the last spot in the program. It’s called
the Group Magic Accelerator.

Referral Bonuses:

Finally, it’s super fun to offer referral bonuses.

You can let partners know you are offering this when you send them the note,
and then you can simply ask folks who sign up for your program how they
heard about it.

No need for a fancy, online system to track this (at least at this stage.)
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